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Shark Adventure 
By Chris Henry  

Oceanside, California  7/3/2010 

 
     It all started about a year or so ago:. I was peddling my atlatls and other gear at a local trade show when a 
gentleman named Joel Mojica approached me. He claimed to be developing a new TV show called 'Methods of 
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Take' and explained how it would highlight a new an interesting way of hunting each episode. The idea behind the show is 
for a host/hunter to team up with an 'expert' in a novel hunting style, teach him the method, and then together go after 
whatever the decided game is. They then have a 
professional chef prepare it and everyone sits around 
for a dinner discussing their impressions of the method 
and the hunt. Episode one was pheasant taken with 
falcons and number two, wild boar hunted with dogs 
and knives. He then asked if my atlatls and I would 
like to be a part of the third installment. Not really 
considering myself an 'expert' on the atlatl I, of course, 
still said yes. Who wouldn't?! But, I do have to admit 
to being skeptical. You see, folks at these shows 
asking me to take part in different endeavors, give 
classes and demonstrations often approach me, and 
what have you and rarely does it ever pan out. That’s 
why I was a bit surprised when Joel called a week later 
and invited me to a taping for the previous segment. I 
met him and his partner, Juan Gonzolas (also one of 
the shows hosts/hunters), and they gave me their idea 
on what they wanted to do, a mako shark hunt with 
atlatls! I began to get excited thinking that these guys 
were maybe for real and this just might actually happen. Well, several meetings and over a year later it finally came to 
fruition. What follows is my atlatl shark adventure....  

      Our odyssey began at 5:00am on a 
Monday morning at Dana Landing in 
San Diego, CA. we met up at the dock 
and began loading our gear. The vessel 
that was taking us out was the Gloria 
Ann, a 35' twin diesel cabin cruiser 
owned and operated by Brian of 'Rock 
and Roll Sport Fishing'. 
      He’s a third generation fisherman 
of Portuguese descent and as 
knowledgeable as they get when it 
comes to finding sharks. We were all 
loaded up and headed out to sea in less 
than an hour with ten of us on board 
with a chase boat to follow. 
     Conditions were almost ideal. 64 
degrees, overcast, with a gentle swell 
and almost zero wind. Perfect fishing 
weather! Joel Mojica, our producer, 
was in high spirits despite having to 
coordinate all the activity. I was 
grinning like an idiot, still amazed that 

I was given this opportunity. 
     My girlfriend Carey was acting as my photographer for this trip. For those of you who have met her you know that she's 
a fine shot with the atlatl, taking third place in the women's division at the Valley of Fire this year, but she can't quite bring 
herself to actually hunt with it so she volunteered to simply record the trip 
for me. 
     We got out to the spot where our captain said was the best place for 
sharks, about 15 miles offshore,  and began to check gear and prepare bait. 
From suggestions by fellow atlatlists such as the venerable Bob Berg and 
others, we opted for a set up much like that used by the Inuit peoples. A 
dart with a toggling detachable point connected by line to a series of floats. 
I had fashioned 'string ravens' for us, that is a small spindle like device held 
in the opposite hand that lets line play off when the dart is cast. The darts 
themselves were a mixture of modern and primitive designs, some 
fashioned by me and others provided by fellow WAA discussion site 
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paleoplanet members such as Bob and Orien M.  
     Next, we set out a chum slick and placed a yellow fin carcass out on a line to lure the sharks in. our main goal was to 
land a mako, but we were prepared to settle for blue shark if it came to that.  
     That done, it was time to get some practice shots in. the captain threw out a float cushion on a line for us to throw at. We 

got our rigging sorted out and after everyone was situated, 
settled down to wait for our prey. 
      We didn't have to wait long! SHARK IN THE WATER!  
     Within minutes we had three makos circling the boat, two 
smaller sharks and one big boy topping 6' and over 100+ lbs.   
Juan Gonzalas (one of the shows hunters) and I stepped up to 
the rail and took aim. I had my sights on the big guy. My first 
few shots I tried to allow for light refraction but ended up 
shooting low. The next time he came around I aimed directly 
at him and let fly! I knew before the dart ever left that i was 
going to hit him. There was an audible THUNK! as it struck. 
We had been told that makos would often not know they are 
hooked but go berserk when gaffed, so we figured that being 
speared by an atlatl dart would send them into a frenzy. 
Nothing could be further from the truth. Despite being solidly 
skewered half way between fin and nose to a depth of 6'' or 
better, he simply rolled to one side and continued to swim 
slowly.   
     We let him take the line and the floats and put the chase 
boat on him while we concentrated on the others still 
swimming about. Unfortunately, somewhere around half a 
mile away, he managed to shake the dart and escape. It was 
totally my fault. I hadn't tightened down the tip properly and 
this allowed the barbs to fold up and the dart to slip out. 
     Next up at the rail was JW West, the expert (hog hunting 
with dogs 
and 
knives) 

from the previous show. This was his first time at sea and only the 
second time ever holding an atlatl. Despite that, he nailed the next 

shark on his very first throw! 
Using paleoplanets very own 
Orien M.'s hand forged 
toggle point; he scored a 
beautiful hit on what turned 
out to be a 40 pounder.  
     The point did its job 
beautifully and we landed it 
without much effort. Again, 
the shark showed little 
distress at being darted, but 
went absolutely nuts when 
gaffed. Once on the boat it 
thrashed like mad, biting 
through a deck hose and 
chewing up some floats 
before the captain got it 
subdued.  
     JW was ecstatic to say the least! as were we all. As far as I know, this is the 
first recorded shark taken on the west coast with an atlatl.  
      You can see the captain holding up the toggle head point. He was duly 
impressed at just how well it worked and actually had to cut it out of the fish. 
Well done, Orien! 
     Now, it was my turn again! There was maybe an hour or so before we saw 
another shark. This one was a loner, coming in fast and hitting our baitfish hard 
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before speeding off again. My buck fever had dissipated and I was all business. I took my time and waited for my perfect 
shot. Once again, I knew before I threw that it would be a hit! I stuck him deep and hard behind the head and pulled him in 
with out hardly a struggle.  

     Again, once on board, the shark went crazy! He was bigger by about 10'' and 
20lbs and just as mean!  
     With two on board, we settled down to wait for some more. Meanwhile, the 
captain set about cleaning our catches and cutting them into steaks.  
     We didn't see any more that day, but the captain assured us that the five we 
did see was more than normal and the fact that we speared three of them and 
kept two was incredibly impressive to him. I know I was happy!  
     We headed in for shore and a well deserved celebration. Joel was ecstatic at 
all the great footage we got and could already tell that this would be the best 
episode yet. All of us looked forward to the dinner taping the following night.  
     All in all, it was one of the most exciting and memorable experiences I have 
ever had, something that I will carry with me to the end of my days. It also has 
reinforced my belief that the atlatl, however primitive it might seem to some, is 
still one of the most effective hunting weapons ever devised, capable of taking 
nearly any game imaginable. 

     Chris is known as Paleoarts on WAA discussion site Paleoplanet. 
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Quest for the ISAC Crowns as of Early September 
By Douglas Bassett 

     To date, 483 people (315 men, 85 women and 83 youth) have made 1,528 entries at 70 venues around the world. 
 

 The top 10 in each division (6% of all the competitors) account for more than 25% of those entries, so let’s 
see how they are doing. The top 10 youth have made 57 entries and 37% of their scores are 63 or above. Eight youth 
have made a better percent of success, in fact, four (Antoine, Jordan, Carlotta and Vanessa) have all made 100%. 
Marlin Bassett, top score 80, and only age 7, has made 9% (3 out of 33 entries);  
Score Person  % Ratio 
79 Antoine Jamon          100%  4/4 
72 Fanny Jamon   33%  1/3 
72 Cedric Schlatter  50%  1/2 
70 Jordan Ashley           100%  3/3 

68 Austin Fisher  50%  1/2 
66 Christophe Arnold  80%  4/5  
64-X Carlotta Messori       100%  1/1 
64  Lucie Jamon  67%  2/3 
63 Vanessa Schlatter      100%  1/1

     The top 10 women have made 142 entries and 31% of their scores are 71-X or above. Four women have made a 
better percent of success as follows: Sandra Riviere after five years of competition has become the third woman in 
history to score in the 90’s (90-X) and has made 60% (3 out of 5 entries);  
Score  Person   %   Ratio 
87-X  Melissa Dildine  64%  18/28 
87-X Devin Johns   83%    5/6 
84 Bonnie Sortore  27%    3/17 
81 JoAnne Fogelman  40%  10/25 

74 Sue Mercer    5%    1/20  
73-X Emilie Claustre-Huc 25%    1/4 
72-X Debbie Andrews   4%   1/25 
72 Margie Takoch 14%   1/7 
71-X Lori Majorski 20%   1/5 

Late Breaking News: Melissa Dildine shot a record tying score of 92-X on 12 September at Elmira, NY.  
     The top 10 men have made 193 entries and 31% of their scores are 90-3X or above. Three men have made a 
better percent of success as follows: Mamerto Tindongan (97-2X), after eight years of competition, has become the 
14th person in history to score 95 or better (four times, in fact) and has made 57% (8 out of 14 entries); 
Score Person  % Ratio 
96-3X Douglas Bassett 55% 33/60  92 Bob Kitch   9%   1/11 
96-2X Gary Fogelman 22%   7/32  92 Bernard Bouffier   7%   1/15 
94 Ray Strischek 32%   6/19  91-X Mike Waters   7%   1/14 
93-X Mike Glenn 25%   ¼  90-3X Greg Bessette   7%   1/15 
92-2X Cyrille Huc 11%   1/9 
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 North American Atlatl Competition Events for 2010 
Oct. 9-10 Falling Blanket atlatl throw & ISAC. Cheyenne, Wyoming 

Open to all, equipment and instruction cheerfully provided. Sponsored by the Wyoming Atlatl and Social 
Club. Contact: Gary/Regina Dodson wyowinds@aol.com (307) 632-0766  
or Russell Richard coyoteclown@aol.com (307) 772-0550 for location and time. 

Oct. 9-10 Anl Candor Fall Fest Atlatl Contests + Demos at Side Hill Acres Goat Farm, Route 96, Candor, New York  
Saturday, Oct. 9 and Sunday, Oct. 10, 9 a.m. to 4 both days.  
ISAC, local contests and demonstrations. For further information contact Bob or Cheryll Berg at 1-800-
836-4520 or Thunderbirdatlatl@gmail.com  

Oct. 13 & 16 Falling Blanket atlatl throw & ISAC. Laramie, Wyoming 
Open to all, equipment and instruction cheerfully provided. Sponsored by the Wyoming Atlatl and Social 
Club.Contact: Gary/Regina Dodson wyowinds@aol.com (307) 632-0766  
or Russell Richard coyoteclown@aol.com (307) 772-0550 for location and time. 

Oct. 23 ISAC, IASAC, HUNTERS ROUND, 3-D TARGETS Sportsman’s Club, Dundee, Wisconsin.                  
For more information contact;  Lenny Riemersma at  lenmaryr@excel.net  (920)528-7454 

Oct. 29-30 Zaleski State Forest, Lake Hope Park Ohio ROAR days                                                                       
ISAC, IASAC and Ohio Atlatl Association local events. Contact Steve Barnett barnz@juno.com (740) 
698-6553 or Ray Strischek ohioatlatl@hotmail.com (740) 593-3465 

Nov. 6-7 Frosty Blanket atlatl throw & ISAC. Cheyenne, Wyoming 
Open to all, equipment and instruction cheerfully provided. Sponsored by the Wyoming Atlatl and Social 
Club. Contact: Gary/Regina Dodson wyowinds@aol.com (307) 632-0766 or Russell Richard 
coyoteclown@aol.com (307) 772-0550 for location and time. 

Nov. 24 & 30 Frosty Blanket atlatl throw & ISAC. Laramie, Wyoming 
Open to all, equipment and instruction cheerfully provided. Sponsored by the Wyoming Atlatl and Social 
Club. Contact: Gary/Regina Dodson wyowinds@aol.com (307) 632-0766  
or Russell Richard coyoteclown@aol.com (307) 772-0550 for location and time. 

  

UK Atlatl Competition Events for 2010 
  

  

Championnat d'Europe de tir aux armes préhistoriques 2010 
date site pays département/province ISAC 

     

pour plus d'info contact : christian.lepers@swde.be  
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